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1. Introduction

This paper, first, intends to express the relationship between saving and

consumption by connecting three kinds of ratios in saving with a utility function

designed from the idea of Ramsey [1928] and second, to connect saving and

consumption with wages and returns/rental by using the utility function of con-

sumption. In the current statistics of national accounts, compensation of

employees (hereafter wages) is included in GDP while final consumption is

included in national disposable income. I indicate that there is no way to con-

nect wages with consumption as far as I investigated.

Why do I need to search for an integrated relationship between saving or con-

sumption and wages or rental? First, I am curious about confirming the rela-

tionship between the structure of saving (for the retention ratio, the ratio of saved

dividends to dividends, and the saved wages to wages) and the utility function of

consumption that uses a discount rate for consumers, where saving and consump-

tion are dual to national disposable income, NDI. Second, I need new data for

wages and returns/rental in my endogenous growth model, whose base is still

“production” that guarantees an optimum/maximum rate of rental. I need new
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definitions for wages and rental so that wages and rental in production are com-

patible with optimum consumption in income. Assume that NDI happens to be

equal to GDP, and still NDI is for income and GDP is for production.

My previous model [PhD, 2003] is based on corporate profit. The model

uses output as the sum of corporate profit (calculated as the sum of corporate

saving and dividends) and total compensation or wages shown in GDP, where

corporate profit is much less than the operating surplus as a residual of

GDP. My current model (after 2004) researches optimum each for consumption

and production.

In this paper, I started with the OECD National Accounts Statistics data that

disclose both wages and consumption (see Appendix) to establish my own

method to connect consumption with compensation. Then, I totally clarified the

essence of my method by using Table 5-1. This table presents a basis for the

ratio of a discount rate, rho, to the optimum rate of rental under convergence, r,

(rho/r), by the level of a technology-golden rule/age, where the rate of saving, s,

equals the relative share of rental, alpha: s=alpha. Any country has its own

level of s=alpha, where rho=r holds. For empirical work, I use IMF data

(available in IFSY and GFSY) and apply Table 5-1 to the data.

How can consumption be converted to wages or how can wages to consump-

tion? Theoretically, if we assume that GDP is equal to NDI, we can directly use

both consumption and wages in statistics. When I compare wages shown in

GDP with estimated wages in production using my method, I use the word,

“estimated” still based on production. For estimating wages, I need the help of

the literature, in particular the utility function of consumption originated in Frank

Plumpton Ramsey [1928]. In this case, first I need to clarify the contents of

saving as a saving structure and then the dual relationship between saving and

consumption in NDI, which should be consistent with the saving structure. Jan

Tinbergen [1956] reviewed Ramsey and stated that the utility function should be
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measurable more easily (without an assumption of “bliss” as maximum utility).

Tinbergen uses the marginal capital-output ratio instead of Ramsey’s direct rela-

tionship between consumption and wages each as flow. I find that both meth-

ods reach the same result. Note that Robert Solow [1992] (whose original

exogenous growth model [1956] is based on a fixed rate of saving) only sug-

gested a short version of using a discount rate and a taste parameter.

It is a main purpose of this paper to establish my method for estimating wages

(modified wages; hereafter wages) and confirm its usefulness by showing empiri-

cal results using IMF data by country. In this case, I find, if I introduce tech-

nology that uses beta* into a golden rule and accordingly, the utility function of

consumption, the empirical results are well-fitted. I need to review the golden

rule in the literature, using variables under convergence. By extending equa-

tions in Kamiryo [2004a], I will prove that the golden rule in the literature as-

sumes no technology. I will also prove that the rate of technological progress is

deeply involved in a new golden rule and accordingly, the utility function of

consumption. Kamiryo [2005c] will separately extend equations under conver-

gence in more detail.

In Appendix, I attach tables and figures for the characteristics between con-

sumption and wages using three dimensional graphs. Also I attach results of

(rho/r), comparing consumption with wages in OECD data by country.

2. The saving structure and the utility function

2.1 Relationship among saving ratios

In this section, I clarify that a compatible relationship between consumption in

income and “estimated” wages in production, based on the saving structure (that

is dual to the consumption structure) and the relative share of rental (that is dual

to the ratio of wages to output). There is no literature to clarify the relationship

between wages in GDP and “estimated” wages that satisfies optimum consump-
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tion, as long as I have investigated.

I will start with the saving structure. I assume that dividends paid by corpo-

rations belong to household consumption and saving (since corporation do not

consume), and saving is divided into corporate saving (before paying dividends)

and household savings. An equal condition lying between the rate of saving and

the relative share of rental, s=a, presents the clue for setting up a saving

structure. The condition of s=a is well known as the golden rule, where the

rate of rental will be equal to the growth rate of output under convergence but

without technology. Later I will discuss under what condition the golden rule

holds in an endogenous growth.

In the saving structure, I distinguish three kinds of savings and each corre-

sponding ratio in saving: (1) corporate saving and the retention ratio of

corporations, sP, (or the payout ratio), (2) saved dividends and the ratio of saved

dividends to dividends, sSD/D, and (3) saved wages and the ratio of saved wages

to wages, sW, and/or, household saving as the sum of saved wages and saved divi-

dends by households and the ratio of household saving to the sum of wages and

dividends, sH, where I simply assume, as I mentioned above, that dividends are

saved by households, neglecting the dividends received and saved by corpora-

tions since it is difficult to estimate the ratio of corporate-saved dividends to divi-

dends decided by corporations. I will show, first of all, each saving as a ratio

to national disposable income, NDI (hereafter, output), so that each saving ratio

is connected with the relative share of rental estimated in NDI. Thus, I need to

clarify the relationships between each of the above three savings and each ratio

to output. Using symbols, the saving structure is shown in comparison with

consumption as follows:

Output Y=NDI, estimated returns/rental P, estimated wages/compensation

W: Y= P+W (hereafter, I abbreviate “estimated”).

Corporate saving SP, saved dividends SD, saved wages SW, total saving S: S=
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SP + SD + SW. Consumed dividends CD, consumed wages CW, total consumption

C: C= CD + CW. And, Y=S + C, where P= SP + D, D= SD + CD, W= SW + CW,

and Y=S + C= P + W.

I will show each saving or consumption divided by output, using small

character:

1=s+c, where s=sSP/Y+sSD/Y+sSW/Y, c=cCD/Y+cCW/Y, a=aSP+aD, dD/Y=sSD/Y+cCD/Y,

wW/Y= sSW/Y+cCW/Y, and y=s+c=a+wW/Y.2)

As the results, the retention ratio of corporations SP/P= sSP/P=sP, the ratio of

saved dividends to dividends SD/D= sSD/Y/dD/Y, and the ratio of household saving

to the sum of wages and dividends SH/(W+D)= (sSW/Y + sSD/Y)/(WW/Y+ dD/Y)∫sH.

The literature often uses sP and sH, but without clarifying saved and consumed

dividends or the relationship between the ratio of consumed dividends to output

and the ratio of saved wages to output (for a version towards these relationships,

see Robinson [1962]). I will show the equations before introducing a utility

function and the equations after introducing a utility function.

Before introducing a utility function:

a aS S Y
S

Y

S

Y
s sP

P P
P PP

P= = ◊ = ◊ = / . (1)

a aSD
D D

SD D SD Y
S

Y

S

D

D

Y
s s s= = ◊ = - =( ) ./ /1 P (2)

a a aCD
D D

S Y SD Y S SD D
C

Y

S S

Y
s s s s= = - - = - - = - -P P

P P/ / /( )( )1 1 , (3)

where a a a aD SD CD S Ys= + = - P/ .

s
S

Y

S

W

W

Y
sSW Y

W W
W/ ( )= = ◊ = -1 a , where sW=SW/W. (4)

s
S

Y

S

Y

S

Y
s sSH Y

H W D
W SD Y/ /( )∫ = + = - +1 a  or, (5)

2) In symbols, I distinguish the wage rate, w, with the ratio of wages to output, wW/Y.,

where w is used for estimating the capital-labor ratio, using r/w.
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s
S

Y

S S

W D

W D

Y
s sSH Y

H W D
H S Y/ /( )∫ = +

+
◊ + = -1 P , where sH=SH/(W+D).

Therefore, paying attention to the dual relationship between saving and consump-

tion,

a a a a= + + = + -s s sS Y SD CD S Y S YP P P/ / /( ),  where a a a aD SD CD s= + = -( )1 P .

(6)

s s s s s sS Y SD Y SW Y S Y SH Y= + + = +P P/ / / / / . (7)

c c c s s sCD Y CW Y S Y SD Y SW Y= + = - + +/ / / / /( ).1 P (8)

Thus, s s cSW Y CD Y- = -a / / , or s s s sW SD D- = - - - -a a a( ) (( )( ) ),/1 1 1P
3)

where s sSW Y W/ ( )= -1 a  and c s sCD Y SD D/ /( )( )= - -a 1 1P . (9)

s s
s s s sW

SD D Wa a
= + + - -( ( ) )/P P1 .4) (10)

Since c=1-s and wW/Y=1-a, Eq.9 is replaced by c-wW/Y and Eq.10 is replaced by

c/wW/Y.

3) Give the values of three saving ratios, s-a is a negative function of a: s-a =A-Ba,

where A is the ratio of saved wages to wages and B is the value of the ratio of saved

wages to wages minus the product of the dividend payout ratio and the ratio of con-

sumed dividends to dividends. This implies that economic policy can address the

changes in these three ratios.

4) My model uses a concept of net investment that corresponds with saving (for detail,

see Kamiryo, Black box [hopefully, 2005]. The investment structure should be shown

using net investment, appropriately to connect with the saving structure. The relation-

ship between the depreciation rate and the growth rate of capital is essential to the

understanding of the relationship between the investment and saving structures, even if

it comes from accounting identity. The depreciation rate in my endogenous model,

even if net investment after depreciation is used, corresponds with the depreciation rate

explicitly required for an exogenous model.

Net investment is finally connected with the relative share of rental using the ratio of

investment to the relative share of rental:
i s i

sa a
= ◊ .
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After introducing a utility function:

I distinguish the character of s-a with that of s/a (see Eqs. 9 and 10 above). I

indicate that the character of s/a is much more fitted for the introduction of a utility

function of consumption. Here I will conclusively use a key ratio derived from a

utility function (for detail, see the next section). The key ratio is the ratio of the

discount rate for consumption to the rate of rental under convergence: (rho/r), where

a discount rate, rho, is used for the present values of saving and consumption each

as flow, and r is the optimum rate of rental and used for the present values of rental

and wages each as flow. As a result, wW/Y and c are each expressed as,

( ) / ( / )1 - =a c rho r  and c rho r= -( / )( )1 a , (11)

Or, rho r s( ) ( )1 1- = -a .

Note that in Eq.11, the ratio of wages to output, 1-a, cannot be replaced by the

rate of rental, a, and the rate of consumption, c, cannot be replaced by the rate of

saving, s,

a aπ πs rho r s rho r/ ( / ) ( / )and .5) (12)

Using Eq.11, the relationship between (rho/r) and s/a are derived as follows:

1. If rho=r, 1-s=1-a or s=a or, if (rho/r)=1, s/a =1.

2. If rho<r, 1-s<1-a or s>a or, if (rho/r)<1, s/a >1.

3. If rho>r, 1-s>1-a or s<a or, if (rho/r)>1, s/a <1.

Recall Eqs.7 to 10 and express these equations in Eq.12, then,

1. If rho=r or s=a, s cSW Y CD Y/ /= holds and thus, s s sW D D( ) ( )( ),/1 1 1- = - -a a P

Or, a =
- + - -

s

s s s s
W

SD D W1 1( ( ) )/P P
 holds.6) (13)

5) When we need to express the area of saving in three dimensional graphs, we calcu-

late and express the area of consumption and then, by replacing this area with 1-c, the

area of saving is expressed.

6) If a=sW, sW = sP + sS/D/D(1-sP) holds but the retention ratio must be extremely low even

if dividends are all consumed.
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2.2 From the saving structure to the utility function

Now I will connect the above saving structure with a utility function in this

section. I find that the rate of saving is closely connected with the relative share

of rental in case study and empirical work, as I will show below. I find that the

above ratio of the discount rate rho to the rate of rental r, (rho/r), will control the

above two ratios, s and a. This ratio, (rho/r), is supported by the idea of the

utility function originated by Ramsey.

My framework for introducing a utility function into consumption will be

justified by the following two assumptions: First, the marginal discount rate of

consumption and the marginal rate of rental under convergence guarantee an

optimum consumption as proved by Ramsey (apart from some restrictions

below). Second, the marginal discount rate is equal to the discount rate on

average. And also, the marginal rate of rental is equal to the rate of rental on

average. The second assumption guarantees equilibrium under convergence.

The above two assumptions present a base for a compatibility between optimum

choice (lying between saving/investment and consumption) and equilibrium

under convergence that uses real assets in national accounts. For the relation-

ship between market equilibrium and equilibrium under convergence, I present a

method for neutralizing of financial assets in Kamiryo [2004b].

Ramsey [1928, p.546] stresses the feeling of confrontation lying between the

utility for consumption and the disutility for labor, where the production function

is supported by using both labor and capital, and the rate of interest is applied to

capital (see Eq.2). This is another expression of what I pursue—the relationship

2. If rho<r or s>a, s cSW Y CD Y/ />  holds. (14)

3. If rho>r or s<a, s cSW Y CD Y/ /<  holds. (15)

When the three saving ratios on the RHS of Eq.13 are each fixed, the golden rule

will be maintained.
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between consumption and wages. Ramsey [ibid., p.547] shows an optimum

path for a maximum consumption, using a calculus of variations based on Úcdt,

where c is the ratio of consumption to output. Ramsey expresses the optimum

consumption as a bliss, B, as a maximum value, but this B is difficult to measure

as indicated by Tinbergen. However, Ramsey [ibid., p.556] states that the dis-

count rate, r, is equal to ∂f / ∂c, where the maximum rate of consumption, labor,

and capital are determined using the calculus of variations.7)

Tinbergen [1956, pp.604-605], instead of using Ramsey’s B, intends to mea-

sure a corresponding rate of consumption by assuming that utility is measurable

and using the marginal capital-output ratio as a capital coefficient and

m=log(1+the discount rate) as a “psychological discount rate” comparable to an

interest rate, since log(1+m)=m holds if m is small. As a result, he showed the

area of the rate of consumption, c, and for the region of c>1, he neglected each

value using a dot: the higher the marginal capital-output ratio and m, the higher

the rate of consumption: c=m ¥ the marginal capital coefficient.

I interpret his approach as follows: In equilibrium under convergence the mar-

ginal capital-output ratio is equal to the capital-output ratio on average. I denote

this ratio as W as in my papers8): c = m · W. The value of m, however, does not

empirically correspond with the discount rate. Under c=0.9, for example, if W=2,

m=0.45, and if W=4, m=0.225, which is still too high. If I introduce the above

(rho/r) into Tinbergen’s idea of the capital-output ratio, capital will be converted

to rental as the product of capital and the rate of rental, r, and thus, c = m · W is

7) In a state of equilibrium, dx

dt

dc

dt
= = 0 , x=f(a,c), v a

f

a
u x( ) ( )= ∂

∂ , and 
∂
∂

=f

c
r , where a

is labor, c is capital, x is the rate of consumption. Also, u(x) is the marginal rate of

utility of a rate of consumption, and v(a) is the marginal rate of disutility of a rate of

labor. I pay attention to the treatment of the utility for consumption versus the

disutility for labor.

8) I also stress the importance of the capital-output ratio. The range of this ratio should

be carefully reviewed under convergence as shown in Kamiryo [2004c].
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reduced to the above Eq.11 or 12. This is because for capital and labor, r is used

and for saving and consumption rho is used when (rho/r) is introduced into the

utility function.

In short, both Ramsey and Tinbergen show how to measure the utility function

of consumption and I stress here that both different approaches for utility mea-

surement will be reduced to Eq. 11 or 12 by using the ratio of rho to r, (rho/

r). Note that this ratio was explained by Ramsey [ibid., p.558] using an indi-

vidual or his heirs: if r>r, he will save when he is young and if r>r it may be

negative, he or the class of men of this sort may borrow when young and pay

back when old.

2.3 Relationship between the utility function and technological progress

Assume that the utility function is expressed simply by using c(rho/r) as I dis-

cussed above. Now, I raise two questions: (1) Is the utility function indepen-

dent of technological progress? (2) If it is not, what is the relationship between

the utility function and technological progress? I find that the growth rate of

output is equal to the rate of rental under s=a if and only if the rate of techno-

logical progress is zero. The discount rate, rho, is independent of technological

progress, but the optimum rate of rental under convergence, r=r*, is influenced

by technological progress. Therefore, I indicate that the utility function is inevi-

tably related to technological progress. This is now discussed briefly in this

section (for detail, see Kamiryo [2005c]).

For the above questions, I will prepare a few equations, starting with the fol-

lowing Eq.23 that holds under convergence in Kamiryo [2004a, p.60]:

W*
*

*

( )

( )( ) ( )
= ◊ -

- + + -
=

=

b a
b a

d

d

0

0

1

1 1 1

i

i n n , where if W*=W(0), the capital-output ratio is

minimized or set at optimum.

The rate of rental under convergence, r*, is obtained by solving r* = a / W * at
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optimum.

r
i n n

i

r i n

i

n

i

*
*

*

*

* *

* *

( )( ) ( )

( )
.

( )( )

( )

∫ = - + + -
◊ -

Ê
ËÁ

ˆ
¯̃

= - +
◊ -

+
◊

=

=

=

= =

a a b a
b a

a
b

b a b

d a

d a

d a

d a d a

W
1 1 1

1

1 1

1
Or,  (16)

The growth rate of output under convergence, gY
* , is, in the literature, shown

as g
g n

nY
A*
* ( )= +

-
+1

1 a
 (consistently with Solow [1956]). Since the rate of tech-

nological progress, gA
* , is shown in my endogenous growth model as

g iA
* *( )= - =1 bd a , the growth rate of output is formulated by inserting

g iA
* *( )= - =1 bd a  into gY

* :

g
g n

n
i n

nY
A*
* *( ) ( )( )

.= +
-

+ = - +
-

+=1

1

1 1

1a
b

a
d a (17)

The relationship between the rate of rental and the growth rate of output under

convergence is now derived by using A
i n= - +

-
=( )( )*1 1

1

b
a

d a  for the above r* in

Eq.16 and B
i= -

-
=( )*1

1

b
a

d a  for the above in Eq.17.

r
i

gY
*

*
*=

◊
Ê
ËÁ

ˆ
¯̃=

a
bd a

. (18)

or g
i

rY
*

*
*= ◊Ê

ËÁ
ˆ
¯̃

=b
a

d a
. (19)

In Eqs.18 or Eq.19, the relationship between r* and gY
*  is reduced to:

When r gY
* *= , a bd a= ◊=

* i  a bd a/ ( )*
= ◊ =i 1 holds since. (20)

Eq.20 is useful to understand the character of the golden rule that includes the

rate of technological progress. Eq.20 suggests that the relative share of rental

under convergence may differ from the current relative share of rental: a < a*,

where a* ∫ a / b *. This idea will present a useful device when we estimate

alpha from consumption, by using (rho/r) (see empirical results in 3.3 below).
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1. If the rate of technological progress is zero or the structural reform param-

eter, bd a=
* , is 1.0, the relative share of rental is equal to the rate of saving

assuming that the rate of saving equals the rate of investment or exports

equals imports.

2. The higher the rate of technological progress the lower the rate of saving and

vice versa assuming that the relative share of rental is fixed.

Under the optimum convergence, W(0)=W* and r(0)=r* (see in Kamiryo [PhD

2003]). Therefore, the utility function of consumption is shown as c(rho/

r*). In short, when my model is used, an endogenous rate of technological

progress influences the relationship between the rate of consumption and the rela-

tive share of rental. Or, three fixed ratios in saving have already reflected tech-

nological progress.

3. Case study and empirical results using the utility function

3.1 Case study between saving and wages

In this section, I will explain the above saving structure and the relationship

between the rate of saving and the relative share of rental, first using case study

shown as Tables 1 and 2. Second, I will apply the above relationship to the

Japanese national accounts in 1993 to 2002, by dividing total accounts into the

government sector and the private sector. Third, I will apply the above relation-

ship to fifteen countries whose data come from OECD national accounts

statistics.

Before stating, I will explain the relationship between saving and returns/rental

or between consumption and wages using the utility function of consumption,

(rho/r). Saving is dual to consumption. When saving is determined by the re-

tention ratio, the ratio of saved dividends to dividends, and the ratio of household

saving to wages, the rate of saving is, at the same time, determined from the util-

ity function of consumption, c(rho/r). In other words, when c(rho/r) is deter-
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mined, at the same time, the above three saving ratios are determined and bal-

anced so that the sum of saving and consumption equals national disposable

income. In these cases, when consumption is determined, at the same time, re-

turns/rental and wages are newly determined, each value being different from

that in GDP.

Table 1 Given C/W=rrrrr/r in national disposable accounts, saving raios are de-
termined with the relative share of rental

First, Table 1 shows a case which starts with the rate of saving and Table 2

shows a case which starts with the rate of saving and the relative share of

rental. Both in Tables 1 and 2, the utility function of consumption, c(rho/r),

integrates consistently each value of saving, consumption, rental, and wages or

interrelated ratios. Figure 1 shows each ratio in Table 1, where the above three

Figure 1 Given C/W=r/r in national disposable accounts, saving raios are
determined with the relative share of rental
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saving ratios are fixed and suggest that if each ratio changes together with the

change in (rho/r) each line will not be a linear.

In Tables 1 and 2, the ratio of consumption to wages is 1.0 when the rate of

saving, s, is equal to the relative share of rental, a, where the golden rule/age is

realized. And, if s<a this ratio gradually decreases below 1.0, and if s>a it

gradually increases above 1.0.9)

9) Recall that Ramsey [1928, p.556] uses two kinds of the rate of rental: the demand

curve for capital as r = ∂ f / ∂K and the discount rate, r, as the supply line. I find that

this intersect corresponds with the point of the above C/W=1.0 and his demand rate of

capital corresponds with the rate of rental under convergence in my model.

Table 2 Given three kinds of saving ratios with the relative share of rental,
rrrrr /rrrrr=C/W is determined

It is suggested in Table 2 that the higher the rate of saving the higher the dif-

ference between s and a. Is it possible for policy-makers to realize the golden

rule/age when the rate of saving is extremely high? How can consumption in-

crease when the rate of saving is high? An only way is to spend all dividends

for consumption, where the ratio of saved dividends to dividends is zero. In any

case, it is shown that the rate of saving cannot separate from alpha beyond a
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certain range.

3.2 Case study with three dimensional graphs

Let me now explain some cases using three dimensional graphs. This section

first shows a basic case using Tables 3 and 4 together with Figures 2 and

3. Second, I will clarify the characteristics of (rho/r) using Table 5-1, where the

golden rule/age is deeply involved. The process to calculate Table 5-1 will be

shown by case in tables of Appendixes (Tables A1 to A3), starting with Table 4.

As shown in Figures 2 and 3 corresponding with Tables 3 and 4, the shape of

the area of the ratio of consumption to output, c, is rather simple. The higher

(rho/r) and “1-alpha,” the higher the ratio of consumption to output is. Here,

first of all, I pay attention to the upper limit of (rho/r), where if the value of (rho/

r) is a little bit higher than 1.0 (e.g., 1.05 or 1.07), the ratio of consumption to

output, c, becomes beyond 1.0:c>1. When (rho/r) is 1.0, by definition, it is

under the golden age/rule, where s=alpha. The estimation of (rho/r) is closely

related to the level of s=alpha. In other words, it is inevitable for the estima-

tion of wages (or rental) using consumption (or saving) to know the relationship

between (rho/r) and the level of the golden age. This is shown as Table 5-1,

“Table of (rho/r) by the level of golden age,” together with Figure 4.

Table 5-1 was calculated changing each or two of the three saving ratios, by

the level of the golden age. Consumption is the current consumption and sav-

ing is future consumption as an alternative, yet, 1=c+s and c is dual to s and s is

dual to c. Note that when I finalize the values of (rho/r) in Table 5-1, I use c

(or 1-s) and 1-alpha. I raise here two questions for Table 5-1 (or Figure 4): (1)

Why is (rho/r) higher when 1-alpha is lower (the rate of rental is higher)? How

can I interpret this tendency? (2) Why is (rho/r) higher when the golden age is

lower? How can I interpret this tendency? I conclude as follows:

1. The line of (rho/r)=1.0 constitutes a diagonal line downwards to the right in
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Table 3 The utility function of c(rrrrr/r) by 1-alpha: as a base

Table 5-1. In the area above this line, (rho/r) is below 1.0, where the situa-

tion is more saving- oriented under r>rho. The lower the (rho/r) when

(rho/r) is farther above from this line. In the area below this line, (rho/r) is

above 1.0, where the situation is more consumption-oriented under

rho>r. The higher the (rho/r) when (rho/r) is farther below from this
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Figure 2 The utility function of c(r/r) by 1-alpha: for Table 3
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Table 4 The rate of saving that is dual to the utility function of c(rrrrr/r) by 1-alpha

line. I understand these characteristics are reasonable.

2. The lower the golden age, where s=alpha, the more consumption-oriented

the area is. For example, in the case of s=alpha=0.05, the situation is com-

pletely consumption-oriented. Then, does this situation show the lowest
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Figure 3 The rate of saving, s, dual to the utility function of c(r/r) by 1-alpha: for Table 4
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Table 5-1 Table of (rho/r) by the level of golden age, s=aaaaa, where beta *=1.0 and i/s=1.0

alpha? This differs from the real

3. The lower the golden age, where s=alpha, the more consumption-oriented

the area is. For example, in the case of s=alpha=0.05, the situation is com-

pletely consumption-oriented. Then, does this situation show the lowest

Figure 4 Figure for Table of (rho/r) by the level of the golden age, s=alpha: for Table 5-1
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alpha? This differs from the real

world: does the US show a low alpha? No, it does not and we need a suit-

able interpretation.

If alpha is low, the rate of rental is also low and cannot absorb funds from the

world assuming a fixed moderate capital-output ratio, W(0): if alpha=0.05 and

W(0)=2.5, then the rate of rental, r(0), will be 0.02, which is no attractive at all

in the world money market. Recall the above Eq.20, a bd a= ◊=
* i  under the

golden age, when technological progress is not zero. A modified alpha is set

a a bd a
* */∫ = . If bd a=

* =0.7 and alpha=0.1, then the modified alpha is

0.1∏0.7=0.1428. This implies that alpha is estimated at a higher value than that

in Table 5-1. I will briefly discuss this problem in 3.3 soon below and also in

Kamiryo [2005c] in more detail.10)

Finally, I raise two propositions derived from Table 5-1 and Figure 4.

Proposition 1: The value of (rho/r) and the ratio of consumption to output will

be hyperbolically higher if the relative share of rental increases.

Proposition 2: The higher the (rho/r), the more consumption-oriented the situa-

tion is, if the level of s=alpha at the golden age becomes lower, assuming no

technological progress. On the other hand, the level of (rho/r) is more mitigated

if the rate of technological progress is higher.

In short, in my endogenous growth model, the golden rule is modified and in-

fluenced by the level of beta* and thus, the level of s=alpha will be higher than

that with no technological progress. This corresponds with such that technology

will induce investment as stressed by Schumpeter.

10) When alpha is estimated at a higher value, usually the capital-labor will be estimated

at a higher value. When capital is unknown, if I divide alpha/(1-alpha) by the ratio of

the rate of rental to the wage rate, r/w, the capital-labor ratio, k(0), will be estimated: if

the rate of rental is lower r/w will be lower and thus, the capital-labor ratio and capital

will be higher, assuming that alpha is fixed. This idea comes from Kamiryo [2004c].

In this respect, alpha is indirectly related to capital.
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3.3 Empirical results in the Japanese national accounts

This section, using (rho/r), shows estimated wages and rental based on na-

tional disposable income as the sum of saving and consumption, using the Japa-

nese national accounts, 1993 to 2002. The results are more vividly shown when

the total economy is divided into the government sector and the private sector

(compare Tables 6-1 with Tables 6-2 and 6-3, together with Figure 5).

The Japanese economy has changed significantly last one decade in terms of

the relationship between saving and alpha. This change is expressed by the tran-

sition of the ratio of s to alpha: s/alpha. When s/alpha=1.0, the situation is un-

der the golden rule/age. The higher the value of s/alpha beyond 1.0, the more

saving-oriented it is and vice versa. The value of s/alpha has declined from

1.25 in 1993 to 0.75 in 2002, slightly influenced by the value of (rho/r) as seen

in Table 6-1 by case. Japan rapidly turned to consumption-oriented economy

during this decade.

Table 6-1 Measurement of wages using the utility function: Cases of Japan (Open S-I
Approach)

For total economy: Japanese cases
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Table 6-2 Measurement of wages using the utility function: Cases of Japan (Open S-
I Approach)

Table 6-3 Measurement of wages using the utility function: Cases of Japan (Open S-
I Approach)

The government sector

The private sector
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Figure 5 The relationship between saving and rental using the utility function: cases of
Japan: for Table 6
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The above tendency is significantly stronger in the government sector, but

alpha becoming negative as seen in most EU countries. And, the above tendency

should be weaker in the private sector, but note that the private sector has

decreased borrowings without facing at “crowding out,” as seen in Figure 5. In

other words, the leverage defined as the ratio of net investment minus corporate

saving to corporate saving has decreased continuously in the decade. This

corresponds with the decrease in bad debts and also in the capital-output

ratio. Under these circumstances, how can the value of (rho/r) be discriminated

by sector? This will be discussed more in Kamiryo [2005c].

3.4 Empirical results in the OECD national accounts

Finally, in most countries in EU, the results derived using OECD National

Accounts Statistics data in 1967 to 2003, show that in the long-term the value of

s/alpha significantly has varied due to budget deficits but the value of (rho/r) has

compulsively remained within some narrow ranges. This is because if (rho/r)

increased continuously the value of alpha also increases, resulting in the increase

in the capital-output ratio without limit,11)  which destroys an economic system.

For my empirical analysis, I need four values12)  (which I call raw data in sta-

tistics) together with the determination of (rho/r): GDP, national disposable in-

come, consumption, and actual compensation/wages in GDP. I investigated

twenty five countries available in OECD Statistics, but finally I found that ten

countries publish all of the above four values. Thus, I added five countries to

my investigation, although national disposable income and/or actual wages are

11) I discussed this problem in Kamiryo [2004c], where the capital-output ratio has its

upper limit by club, classified using many developing and advanced countries.

12) In the neat future I intend to use together “employed persons” (available in OECD

raw data) instead of population (available in IFS and GFS, IMF). In this case, I hope

I can distinguish increasing returns to capital (IRC) with decreasing returns to capital

(DRC) more accurately.
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4. Conclusion

This paper discussed the relationship between consumption and com-

pensation. I synthesize consumption and compensation with both optimum con-

sumption in income and maximum rental in production. For consumption, I use

the discount rate for consumers and the rate of rental for production and integrate

the relationship between consumption and compensation by using (rho/r), main-

taining each character of production and income.

I reviewed Ramsey [1928] and Tinbergen [1956] together with Sen Amarta

Kumar [1957, 1961]. This is because Solow [1992] indicated the necessity of

introducing the utility function of consumption and Tinbergen assumed and

advocated that the utility function should be measurable. And, I found in this

paper that both approaches finally are integrated to a simple utility function of

consumption, c(rho/r). My approach differs from Tinbergen, yet I got a hint

from him and expressed the area of c(rho/r), by using three dimensional

graphs and presenting Table 5-1 (abbreviating 5-2 and 5-3 for calculation in

this paper).

I showed the above results using cases together with three dimensional graphs,

and also testing the Japanese national accounts in 1993 to 2002 and OECD

National Statistics in 1967 to 2003. As the results, I found three propositions

that were related to a golden rule/age consistent with technology. These proposi-

tions are useful when we estimate wages or rental by country and year, using the

often not available after 1996. The results are shown in Appendix (Figures A4

with OECD data). Thus,

Proposition 3: If the value of (rho/r) is determined within a certain limit or

within a range of Table 5-1, the ratio of consumption to output, c, and/or alpha

may fluctuate significantly in a short term, but in the long-term, c and/or alpha

will return back to a normal level by economic policies.
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13) A question may still remain: how can we determine the level of s=alpha by country?

The higher the rate of saving the higher the alpha, but at what rate of saving alpha

should be equal to the rate of saving? If I follow Solow [1958], the golden age by

country may converge by club of convergence and the range of the golden age will be

narrower than the range of rate of saving among countries. Two factors will reply to

the above question: (1) the influence of technology by country as discussed in this pa-

per and (2) the introduction of the differences between saving and net investment by

sector (the balance of payment=budget deficit + the difference of saving and net invest-

ment in the private sector).

values of (rho/r) as in Table 5-1.13)

Finally, I add that I am soon applying my method (that is uniquely related to a

golden rule consistent with technology) to many countries “by sector,” using the

data of IFS and GFS of IMF, which covers many countries in the world. And

also, I must justify how to apply a technology-golden rule to the private sector.

If the private sector constitutes an economy, income must be equal to production/

output as “net product” stated by Bailey Martin, J. [1971, 33, 257–259].
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Table A1-1 Structure of saving and consumption as a base to be consisent with the
utility function
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Table A1-2 The utility function of c (rrrrr /r) by 1-alpha : consistent with saving and
consumption as a base
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Figure A1-2 The utility function of c (r /r) by 1-alpha
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Table A1-3 The rate of saving dual to the utility function: consistent with saving and
consumption as a base
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Figure A1-3 The rate of saving dual to the utility function of c (r /r) by 1-alpha
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Table A2-1 Structure of saving and consumption as a base to be consistent with the
utility function
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Table A2-2 The utility function of c (rrrrr /r) by 1-alpha : consistent with saving and
consumption as a base
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Figure A2-2 The utility function of c (r /r) by 1-alpha
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Table A2-3 The rate of saving dual to the utility function: consistent with saving and
consumption as a base
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Figure A2-3 The rate of saving dual to the utility function of c (r /r) by 1-alpha
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Table A3-1 Structure of saving and consumption as a base to be consisent with the
utility function
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Table A3-2 The utility function of c (rrrrr /r) by 1-alpha : consistent with saving and
consumption as a base
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Figure A3-2 The utility function of c (r /r) by 1-alpha
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Table A3-3 The rate of saving dual to the utility function: consistent with saving and
consumption as a base
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Figure A3-3 The rate of saving dual to the utility function of c (r /r) by 1-alpha
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Figure A4-1 Utility coefficent, rho/r, and the ratio of saving to the relative share of rental
using OECD data
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Figure A4-2 Utility coefficent, rho/r , and the ratio of saving to the relative share of
rental using OECD data
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Figure A4-3 Utility coefficent, rho/r , and the ratio of saving to the relative share of
rental using OECD data
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Figure A4-4 Utility coefficent, rho/r , and the ratio of saving to the relative share of
rental using OECD data
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Tables A4-1 OECD data, applying my method to these data by country (1)
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Tables A4-2 OECD data, applying my method to these data by country (2)
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Tables A4-3 OECD data, applying my method to these data by country (3)
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Tables A4-4 OECD data, applying my method to these data by country (4)
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Tables A4-5 OECD data, applying my method to these data by country (5)


